
 

 

 

ADVANCED ENGLISH CLASS 

FOR ENGLISH SPEAKERS 
 

9ème Harmos (6ème) to 3ème 

 

This class takes place on Tuesday from 4pm to 5pm and/or Wednesday from 1.05pm to 

13.55pm* for students from 7P Harmos to 3ème (Year 5 in the UK system, 4th grade in USA 

to Year 10 UK, 9th grade USA). These classes take place during private study time, there is no 

homework or exams and therefore they do not increase the students’ workload. They are 

included in the general school fees. 

 

The objectives of this course are to deepen general knowledge at the same time as improving 

vocabulary, and English-speaking culture and literature, through projects that are fun and 

enriching, often decided by the students themselves. 

 

The reading, written work and other activities planned during this lesson may also be done 

during the EFL (English as a Foreign Language) class depending on the work done in this 

class, meaning there will be no extra work to finish at home. 

 

Advanced English speakers will therefore have between three and five hours of English a 

week, depending on their level and needs. They may also register for advanced classes on 

Friday afternoon, especially to prepare for Cambridge language exams. 

 

The students who choose this option must agree to attend the class until the end of the school 

year; they will receive an attestation of the work and progress accomplished. 

 

Mrs Harris, English teacher is available at rachael.harris@lycee-topffer.ch should you have 

any queries concerning these classes. 
 

*Times may be modified at the start of the school year. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

 

 

Registration slip for advanced english class for english speakers, 

school year: ………… 

 

Surname and first name: …………………………………….. Class: ………… 

 

☐ We would like our child to take part in these courses : 

☐tuesday or ☐wednesday or ☐Tuesday and wednesday 

Parent’s or legal tutor’s signature: …………………………………… 

 


